Dose-response mutation and spectrum analyses reveal similar responses at two microsatellite loci in benzo(a)pyrene-exposed mouse spermatogonia.
Identifying chemical exposures that can cause germline mutations is important as these mutations can be inherited, impacting both individual and population health. However, germline mutations are extremely rare and difficult to detect. Chemically induced germline mutations can be detected through analysis of highly unstable tandem repeat DNA. We recently developed a single-molecule PCR (SM-PCR) approach to quantify mutations at a mouse microsatellite locus (Mm2.2.1) in sperm for such purposes. In this study, we refine this approach through the combined analysis of mouse microsatellites Mm2.2.1 and Mm19.2.3. Mice were exposed to 0, 25, 50 or 100 mg/kg/day benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) by oral gavage for 28 days and sperm sampled 42 days after the end of exposure to measure effects on dividing spermatogonia. DNA was diluted to a single genome per PCR well for amplification of microsatellites in singleplex and multiplex reactions, and alleles were sized to identify mutations using capillary electrophoresis. Analysis of ~300-500 molecules per animal at both microsatellite loci, when tested individually, showed a ~2-fold increase in mutations relative to the controls at both the 50 and 100 mg/kg/day BaP doses. Multiplex SM-PCR revealed similar increases in mutation frequencies in both microsatellites. Comparison with results from a previous lacZ mutation assay conducted on the same mice revealed that although microsatellite mutations are a sensitive endpoint for detecting changes in mutation frequencies at lower doses, they appear to be saturable and thus have a reduced dynamic range. These results confirm that BaP is a male germ cell mutagen that broadly impacts tandem repeat DNA. Likewise, addition of a second hypervariable microsatellite increases the sensitivity of this assay.